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thletic Committee Reports High
ating For Intramurals
By JOHN KRYDER
College Refuses To Comment
On Schermer Tenure Casevarsity track (excluding women),varsity volleyball (excluding men),
varsity • swimming (excluding
women), and varsity goU (excluding
women). However; with regard to
soccer that the greatest complaint
was made concerning the sport,
eleven women indicated that they
would participate if given the
opportunity.
Thequestionnaire further showed
that varsity sports were considered
to be the most important athletic
activities; recreational were
second, followed by intramurals,
electives and club sports.
Considered rromtheviewpointoC the
sexes, women believed re~reational'
sports were more important while
men viewed varsity sports
paramount.
In response to a question asking
which activities "you actually would
0[" do engage in", swimming and
tennis received the most votes.
Sports sucn as squash, handball,
paddleball, tee hockey and ice
(Con't on Page 7)
Olall the sports offered at Kenyon,
i/Itramural and recreational sports
draWthe interests of. the largest
number of students: 46 percent
participate" in intramurals, 45
percent in recreational, 29 percent
in varsity sports, and 20 percent in
elective (Le., P.E. classes).
Three~hundred and thirty-one
students responded to the Athletic
committee'S questionnaire
distributed to four-hundred students
last winter, which was aimed at
gauging student opinion on all
aspects of KeJlYonathletics. To use
tilewords of English Professor John
Ward, Chairman of the Athletic
committee; "The general reaction
and thoroughness of the student
response was extremely
gratifying. "
The reasons given for non-
participation in athletics were too
muchacademic work and inability to
participate because of sex. Sexual
exclusion was an issue concerning
By DIANE L. EWART .,
i
I
!
i
All mouths are closed on the
subject of the college's refusal to
grant tenure to Assistant Professor
of Philosophy Marsha Schermer.
Provost Bruce Haywood, Philosophy
Qepartment Chairman Cyrus
Banning, and Ms. Schermer herself
were unanimous in declining to
comment on the matter pending the
outcome of an investigation of the
case being conducted by the Faculty
Grievance Committee at Ms.
Schermer's request.
"Icannotmakeastatement," said
Provost Haywood, when asked for the
reasons why, in general, a faculty
member would be refused tenure.
"AJlY statement I might make at
present would be construed as
specifically bearing on the case at
hand. " Haywood is a central figure in
the case due to the formal college
procedure in such matters, wherein
the provost serves as a liaison
between faculty members and the
president of the college, who makes
the final decision regarding tenure.
"The provost solicits certain
information from the department
involved and consults with the
chairman before making a
recommendation to the president,"
explained Professor Banning.
"There is no departmental
recommendation as such."
Banning would not say whether the
information from the philosophy
depa rtInent regarding Ms. Schermer
was favorable or not, stressing that
it was "not the time" to discuss the
issue.
It is college policy for a faculty
member's record to be reviewed at
theendof the first six years of full-
time employment, at which time the
decision is made as to whether or not
tenure should be granted. Once
tenure is obtained, the position of the
instructor in question as a
permanent member of the Kenyon
faculty is relatively secure, and the
refusal of the college to grant tenure
is essentially a statement of
/
Bruce HaywoodMarsha R. Schermer
bring abOut court action against the
college.
"People were saying that I was
going to take the matter to court as
muchasayear, ayear and a half ago,
before the decision was even made. I
woul~ like to stay at Kenyon and I
think th .. fA"t th~' I have chosen to
administrative dissatisfaction.
Ms. Schermer, who has taught at
Kenyon for five years, was one of
eight faculty members eligible to be
considered for tenure at the end of
last year. Of those eight, four were-
refused tenure. She was hesitant to
commentonher situation. citinl!' her
Music Equipment Not Here Yet;,
Thefts Still Remain Unsolved
.. , I think the fact that I have chosen to have the
matter settled ~t.hin the college .. , reflects my
desire to stay,
equipment budget would be reo
allocated to cover some of the cost.
In relation to the theft itself,
Taylor feels that the old Music
Building" ... did not lend itself to
good security." citing the fact that
during the hours of 6:30 a.m. to
between eight and nine in the
(Con't on Pace 2)
Ashbrook
To Speak
Saturday
A ninety minute question and
answer period with U.S.
Congressman John Ashbrook will be
sponsored by the League of Women
VotersonsaturdaY,September 13 at
10:30 p.m. in Peirce Lounge. The
public is invited to take an active part
in this session.
By DAvm SWITZER
In speaking again with KenneUl L.
Taylor,. Chairman of the Music
Department, the Collegian learned
that the equipment which was
ordered to replace stolen goods had
beenordered in mid-July and was due
to arrive on campus on 21 August.
When.askedtrheknew why it had not
arrived as of 9 September. Taylor
saidhe had "no idea" when ere new
equipment would come in, and he did
notknow wbat has been causing the
Ilelay.
. Taylor is not sure where all of the
moneytopay for the stolen goods will
comefrom. He did say that some of it
wasfusured, though he did not know
howmuch. He also said that some of
the tab would be picked up by the
Rosse Hall budget, and that part of
the resent Music D rtInent
bave the matter settled within the
college "'ther thlln on the outside
reDects my desire to stay."
However, despite her confidence
incclfege prceeeure, Ms. Schermer
indicated that should the
recommendation of the Grievance
Committee (which is composed of
faculty members elected by the
faculty)be either unfavorable to her
qr disregarded by the president, she
would "not be inclined" to talle the
appeal up the next step to the board of
trustees. The decision of the
Grieyance Committee is expected no
later than this coming Monday.
unwillingness to interfere with the
investigation being conducted by the
Grievance Committee, which she
termed "a very delicate
procedure.' ,
Ms. SChermer declined to reveal
the reasoning afforded her by the
president of the college as to why she
was not tenured, but noted that,
although it was PresldentJordan who
had made known the reasons, it was
former President Caples who had
actually formulated the decision
upon examination of the provost's
report. She did state that, contrary to
current rumors, she has no plans to
A New Home; A New Editor For The 'The Record'
that routinely publishes journals.
"Within the Psychology Departmentprore&sors will have the option
of reviewing books within their field. Not only will they be able Ip
acquire and keep up with new matertal in the field but they will also be
able to have their opinions in print."
Rice also noted the increased attention the PSlebolocieal Reeord
will bring Kenyon.
"With people from all over the world submitting articles to Kenyoo
College in Gambier, Ohio, people will begib to recognize the fact that
this is an institution with cCH1siderable talent. We also are hoping to
coo~atethe journal with some.bigb school level courses, 'i1rawiDg
attention tothe college from some of the brighter high school students
with an interest in psychology. In thi& way we will be able to show a
desirable group of potential students tbat Kenyon is a place they should
consider."
While the new home of the Jleeonl does receive administrative
approval, Rice hastened topointouttbatlhejournal was independent of
the college.
"There is an independent board or editors that oversees the
publication, including a managing ecU.tor. ThepubI1sh!ng COlts woo't be
coming outofcollege funds and I woo't be drawiDa any extra pay (rom
the college for being editor. But tbis is Dot 10 say that the eollege
doesn't have an interest in theJou,rnal. Even itlheygtve up one room at
space for the publication they are in some way subsidizing the journal.
Andby doing this they're sayinj:, 'Yes, this journal is consistent with
our philosoph)' of liberal education and benefldal to tbe eollese
community.' "
"'I·nePsycboloPcaiBecord, thOUBb, willtlOtbeanadded item. on tile
tuition. The Ileeerd always baa been solveat. ~ basic pbl10aclpby Yo
that it something Is good IlIJOUIb it will pre~ mucb PQ its cnm WQ.
Theseare difficult times for journals ollbia sort but the ........ ba
wlthstoocltbecurrentcrisis as it bas past ODeS. An4 we baytl'l't had to
increase our subscriptLollprlce inQ¥ite at,bUe as alIDoat eM.,. oCbIIr
journal of this kind has. I'd IQ we are inBOOd shape both edltorialb' ...
By BILL McCOWN
"We have every expectation that the activities of the Record wiII
strengthen not only ilie program in psychology, but will help to
communicate the scholarly vitality which characterizes Kenyon ... ,"
said Charles Rice, Professor of Psychology.
In 1976, the first issue ofTbe PsycholoPeal Record will be published
at Kenyon under the editorship o~ Professor Rice. The quarterly
journal, which prints approximately 600 pages annually, has "been
quite sueeessrunn the past, " according to Rice. "One of the keys," he
added, "is that it has accepted a broad range of articles of interest in
the discipline. By doing this, it has an appeal to a broad spectrum of
people interested irl psychology," Rice said.
Established at Indiana University in 1937, the Becordhas circulation
that reeenes at least three continents. The journal has been published (
at Denison since 1956 under the editorship of Rice's friend and
colleague, Professor Irving S. Wolf. Wall will co-edit the journal
during-the transition period with Professor Rice, "gradually assuming
all editorial responsibilities."
Rice said that contrary to previous rumors, the Psyebolocical
Record was not "wresUed away from Denison. ,. It moved to Kenyon to
insure its successful future.
"I Imew Professor Wolf was thinking of early retirement, and when
bementionedittornelaskedwhatheplannedtodo with the Record. He
said he hadn'tglven it any thought but wanted toget it into a secure place
that would continue the policies that have been successful in the past. I
asked him U he would accept a proposal to publish the joornal at
KeQ,Jl'OIl.,and he agreed."
"A journal of this kind can be very useful to an institution like
Kenyon," Rice added. "One of the big advantages is that we have the
optlooofwriqtoedltorsofother journals, not merely in psycbology
but in other disciplines as well. By offering them an ellchange of issues
we can increase our bolctings in the library not only inpsychology but in
'f$rchological
...... n· .........~l·"""...".,,~
.00"""' .ro ....N...
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financially and I'm quite excited about 1M jovaal's ruture.t,religion, ptlilosoph)' , economics andpractically every other discipline
Pace 2
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Eastern Sky Turned Pink From Co-opFire
, Gund Concerts Feature StrongRepertoire For SeasonBy PAUL MICHEL
An eye witness in Peirce Hall said
"the whole eastern sky turnedpink,"
Another witness, Dick Ralston, head
of the Building and Maintenance
Department, said he heard the sirens
andwasonlyabletosavea chain saw
from the blaze. He stated later "I
though it was just a barn and when I
got there,the whole sky was ablaze."
Ralston said the fire department did
"one fantastic job", especially in
preventing further destruction to the
Elle Ameling, world famous
(European) soprano. will give the
opening Gund concert at the
renovated Rosse Hall on November 6
at8:30p.m. She will sing selections
from Mozart, Schumann, Pouleno,
Satie, and Faure.
The Gund Concert Series and the
Music Club will again be providing
musical performances for the
Gambier community. The Good
Concerts, administered through the
Lectureships Committee, have also
received increased funds made
possible by former President
Caples.
The second concert, held on
January 15, will feature the
seventeen year old classical
guitarist. Michael Newman. The
third and final concert, held on April
20, will be a quintet, "Music For
Awhile". which specializes in
property. Estimated damage was
initially reported at $50,000
inclUding $18.400 for the bUilding and
$4.000 worth of aluminum
scaffolding which apparently burned
in the intense heat as no trace was
left upon later inspection.
The exact cause of the fire is
unknown, though Ralston said
spontaneous combustion was likely.
There has been no further
.investigation into this area.'
Medieval and Renaissance m
They will sponsor an after
workshop for interested studen
The Music ClUb, a student rcu
organization, is open to all stUd
and faculty members. Its obje~ti
expand student interest thr
exposure tp a wider spectra
performers. Last Year,
sponsored .several concerts,
notably Bnan Dykstra, a rag
pianist; concerts of Indian
Japanesemusic; and co-sponSOr
program with the Black Stu
Union. For the 1975-76 sea
Music Club will again present B
Dykstra, followed by a joint prog
with the Folklore Society an
concert by The Perform
Committee 'for Twentieth Cent
Music.
All coming concerts will be hel
Rosse Hall at. ~:30 p.m.
On the night of July 31, at 10:28, the
Gambier Fire Department received
a call reporting a fire in the Gambier
Farm Co-op Building. Four minutes
later when they arrived, the entire 70
feet of the middle section was a wave
of surging flames. Eventually, ninety
firefighters and six -pieces of fire
fighting equipment were called into
action.
Music Department Equipment(Con't from Page 1) ,
morning, there are no security is not so much concerned with the of it failed to come up with any
people on duty in any building. Taylor monetary situation as he is with the conclusions as to its cause. He said
expressed much dissatisfaction with lowering of the quality of work done there might be a pattern involved but
this arrangement. James F. Cas s, within the Department; he feels that there was -no definite basis' for
secur-ity chief, .rerused to comment both teachers and students are comparison. He also brought to the
on any aspect of the uren. suffer-Ing due to the theft and the Collegian's attention a relatively
As it now stands, all that students delay in shipping of the equipment. minor and as yet unpublicized theft
can do outside of the classroom are Taylor pointed out that a similar lhatoccurredapartfrom the big one .,
reading assignments; listening must amount of goods had been stolen from second semester last year. A small
be done in the rooms, thereby the Department a year prior to this black-cushioned piano bench, valued
limiting what can be covered. Taylor theft,anda subsequent investigation at $160, was stolen from Walton
House, and Taylor ,would appreciate
any information concerning its
whereabouts. He emphasfzed that no
punitive action would be taken
against anyone who returns it; he
would just like it hack.
Greg FeIJ, the only music major on
campus, said that the major concern
of the music students was the
slowdown in work; they just cannot
get as much done with the lack of
equipment.
our =o~~o i. "lualUy.e~v1=.at -.lc,. c=et
"2"..... ~oh·:a:&~fl...1Cl.:1:""0.Curriculum Notice.
'Because Your car js Your second biggest investment
Rt. 36 & 3 just South of Mt. Vernon
"The Committee on Curriculum
would like to call the attention of
students and advisors to the
regulations of the Faculty with
respect to Early Graduation, as
outlined on pages 24·26 of the 1975-76
Student Hancfbook. Proposals for
early graduation in December 19_76
must be submitted by the end of the
Fall 1975 semester. Also, the
Committee"wishes toannounce that a
student's proposal to be an early
graduate in May 1977 must be
received by the Committee no later
than May 1, 1976."
KILROY'S
MARKET
392-59B1
• AM • 12 ,..,.; DAIlY
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CAN KENYON TOP THIS?
Model
D-438U
~9lc1alre
~leBox.
He(e's a unique compact refrig.
erator that can double as a bey.
erage.ehd snack'center. Its
unusual shaPe and red, white,
and blue color scheme make it
ideal for a den, family room,
a:ameroom, patio, coliege dorm,
evenan office. $219.95
other compact refrigerators
from $149.88
OWNED & OPERAnD BY, ..
THE_"DICI[!t WHlTSIl fAMilY
BEER· All • WINES
ICE • CIOCEIIES • MIlES
'IITY SNACKS" PIIn KESS
WHnSEL'S,
CARRY-OUT
397-7686HEATO~
205' S. Mulberry St.,
Mount Vernon, Ohio
Phone: 397-1015
A~rou from Wee's Mar:tcet
'-1 A.M. DAILY
-. AM,"' I'M SUN,
204 W. tNISTlWT
AFTER SOLO - Mount Vernon Nazarene College student
Sandy Hodges has her shirt tail cut off, a traditional ritual after.
a fledgling pilot has soloed. Doing the honors is Carol St. Jean,
wife of Sandy's flight instructor, Pete St. Jean.
Coed earns pilot's
soloed after four and a half hours oil
instruction. It usually r~uires 10 or 12
hours. Her parents didntt know she was
flying until she ehowed up at home on
the first leg of a 300 mile solo cross.
country flight,
She sold her horse to finance the
flying lessons. Sandy scored 83 per
cent, above the national average, on the
written flight examination. Her next
step? Possibly commercial aViatio~.
She will be a sophomore at MVNC this
fall.
license
A Mount Vernon Nazarene College
coed, Sandy Hodges. 18, Hamilton,
recently received her private pilot's
license in a Quick r1 days
Flight instructor Pete 3\. Jean said
'this is the shortest time he has had a
student complete a flight course in his
10 years of instructing and 23 years of
flymg.
Miss Hodges took an introduction ride
May 8, saw a challenge in flying and
ltook her first lesson the next day. She
Designed and Made at
Pete's Aviation Service
Open - Mon. thru Sat.
100-5:00
FAA approved primary flying school
gifts
~old & silver
monograms
custom work
gem selactlon
cloisonne
Wynk.oop Airport-Mt. Vernon
Rt. 661 1 mi. South
"Learn- To.Fly"
304 Martinsburq Road
Mt Vernon
(Next to Vocational School)
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See our Photography
Deportment for year
'round discounts
The
Accen,t
House
405 N, Main 51.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
HECKLER
DRUG
Knox County's
Photographic
and
Prescription
Headquarters
Believing that good design does not belong to just
one period. of time, Eileen Engel, the owner, has
made available to the people in this area the finest
of lamps, pewter, stainless steel, clocks, crystal and
enamel ware from Europe and America. Wall units
are available on order in Teak, walnut and Rosewood.
There is much more to find at The Accent House,
open 6 days a week from 10:00' 1.05:30 and the
owner extends a friendly welcome to all.
I 397:rs'i[]
I FREE DELIVERY
HARDWARE. PAINTS. riOUSEW ....RES AND L....WN SUPPLI~
VINE 8: Mu ....SERAy STREETS. MOUNT VERNON. OHIO 43050. 16141397.5747
COME
SEETHE
NEW US
We're doing ALL kinds of
STYLES
For ALL kinds of people
YOUR FATHERS
MUSTACHE
e
FAMILY HAIRSTYLING CENTER
Blowculll Body Waves
S!calp Trealmenu Fiattopa
Reru1ar Hairculs
70 S~harrd-----------·--------392·0136
Afro.
Bulebea
Gay Garth '73 Back Again
Ms. Gay Garth, Class of 1973, has returned to Gambier in quite a
"different eapaclty than that of a student. She replaces Mr. David White,
who resigned from Kenyon's Admissions Department to become the
Asststam mr ector of Admissions at Lawrence University.
The yea r s since Ms. Garth's graduation ha ve been spent in acu vi ties
as diverse as her experiences were while at Kenyon. She was in
Washington, D.C. until her acceptance of the new position a few weeks
ago. The first of the three jobs she held while in Washington was writer
and researcher for a consumer group investigating the effects of
prime-lime advertising on children' Next she served as assistant
campaign di rector to Senator Mathias of Maryland, later- becoming the
Cpngres sional liaison for the National Endowment of the Arts.
She was thus employed when Mr. Kushan caJled her several weeks
ago asking her to consider taking over the admissions position. "I
thought seriously for a week and I knew I couldn't say no. I thought I'd
better come back to see if I could say yes."
Ms Garth is of a historical group of Kenyon graduates, having
entered in the autumn of 1969 as one of the (j rst women in a traditionally
male bastion. "Some of the others might disagree. but I found all the
men very cooperative and helpful. At first, some ~ere afraid that the
college's quality might sllffer-it might get to be like Denison. When
they saw that wasn't happening, they accepted us."
Although.Ms ,Garth states she was never unhappy for more than five
minutes ata time in Gambier, she admits that, on OCCasion, life in that
first year was rough. "When wegol here, Gund Commons was finished
and McBride was also. but it wasn't ready for us to live in. The rest of
(hat end of campus was a huge mudhole-no grass or landscaping or
anything. The second night of our orientation, at! we women went to
M. Gay Garth
Pei r-ce Ha 11 for dinner. When we went down the center aisle, ever-ything
seemed to slow do....n. Iren as though we were cattle going down a chute.
It was as though we were being paraded before judges for a rating."
Except for that one bad memory. Ms. Garth looks fondly on her years
as a student. "I remember one time when I was a junior. A friend of
mine had two older friends whowere going east from California. They
stopped off to say 'hello' and spend the night. They couldn't leave. They
walked up and duwnMiadle Path and vtsued classes. At the end of three
weeks, they put a note in Newscope thanking everyone for their
friendliness and a great three weeks."
Ms. Garth marvels at how unchanged things are from the time she
letr, noting the atmosphere is still one of friendliness. She noted that
people say 'hello' on Middle Path even if they don't know each other.
"When Icame back, I knew that laking the job was the right thing to do. I
was very impressed with President Jordan. I had been doing alumni
admissions work in Washington, and 1knew I would be doing something I
could do with enthusiasm A really Important aspect of Admissions is
what present students tell prospective freshmen. A lot of people I
interview have first heard of Kenyon through a friend going here. I look
for compatibility between students and the campus. I want to see both
what a student can do for Kenyon and how Kenyon can benefit the
student."
An important part of her job, and one which she looks forward to, will
be traveling to high schools to recruit prospective freshmen. "I love to
see people get enthusiastic about Kenyon. In Washington. I was
beginning to become a city person, That's something I never
considered myself to be. Now I'm back in the country and glad to be
bore."
r-------------------------------
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EMERGENCY-Dial 400 I
This number alerts the I
switchboard operator to an I
emergency and takes I
precedence over all other
calls.
Please inform the operator of
the following facts;
t) Name of caller
2) Identity of person injured
or ill (if possible)
3) Location
4) Description of the
situation
Wait lor instructions.
The operator is authorized to
act as the situation dictates.
The information given will be
relayed 10 the appropriate
person (s). s~h as the:
l) College Physician
2) Emergency Squad
3) Security
4) Deana
~----------------------- J
P....
J
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The Vacation Ruckus
Many students have raised a ruckus over the changes made in the tall.
semester calendar. Both the nine day break during the second week of
October and a shorter Thanksgiving vacation enter the limelight as subjects
for dispute. Some have called the new calendar unfair; comparing senate's
final recommendation last year , to a heinous breech of integrity. Others say
the calendar was railroaded through the administration. Fortunately, neither
of these charges are correct. lfthere has been any impropriety, it is minimal
rather-than outrageous.
The student referendum, taken last year, showed strong majority against
the new calendar. Nevertheless, it is presumptuous to think students can
determine college policy. Itwas felt by senators and a signifcant proportion
of the faculty that the experience of the previous calendar was a detriment to
the academic term. It is only logical that some alternative was proposed.
Senate submitted to former President Caples one plan for a new calendar,
while student council submitted another-suggested by those students who
opposed the senate plan. Caples accepted the senate plan. It was his
prerogative to do so.
At present, complaints have come forth which say the, wishes of the
majority of students were flately ignored, and not represented in the linal
decision. Perhaps this is true. Yet, no senator, nor any administrator made
the claim that the wishes of students would be adhered to, or effected in some
way. The college has the sole right and privilege t.o determine its academic
calendar. Thosewhodisagree, misunderstand the way in which this college,
among many colleges, functions.
President Jordan has said, at worst, this is a one year experiment,
intended lor the benefit of the community. October is a picturesque and
pleasant point in the year. It might be better to see how refreshing and
soothing this respite may be.
-M. A. W.
The Creative Urge
Kevin Martin, former professor of esthetics, once whimpered that
"Kenyon students lack creativity." Toperceive the ludicrous nature of this
remark one need only stroll downMiddle Path past MarriottPark on a Sunday
morning. On the beautiful lawns that border the president's house one can
find ample evidence o( the Kenyon intellect and ereauve urge. What would
have been unvitiated grass and flowers has been transformed into a
remarkable sculpture garden.
Kenyon students, ever concerned about the nature of art, have delicately
placed empty tin and aluminum cylinders across the lawns, a beautiful sight
to any passerby. The cylinders, brightly colored and sensitively chosen,
gaily decorate what might have been a boring nature scene without them.
Here, against the drab green of the grass and the dull yellow of the dandelions,
are spots of bright metallic blue, red, and gold.
The garden represents the best that Kenyon students can offer. The names
of such stalwarts as Strolls and Budweiser, and the new but alJ:fady
accomplished Joseph Coors, dot the lawns in defiance of any who would
denigrate the creativity of Kenyon students.
At last the students of this college have chosen to fully express themselves.
Lest some student suggest that something more useful be done with the
cylinders: recycling them or merely throwing them away, banish the idea.
This would be the so-called "common sense" method and-the creative
individual must avoid this path at all costs. To fully express himself the
Ke.nyonstudent must be given unbridled freedom to do as he pleases. Nothing
should be allowed to stand in the way of art. When professors rail about the
rrivolityorstudents, let them' take heed. If we wanted to be taken seriously
we'dactaccordingly. Until that time, art is our god. and nature be damned.
-So J. L.
ERRATA
In the process of getting the first
issue of the Collegian to the presses,
several mistakes passed unnoticed:
-Themanin the photo to the left of
Paul Newman (page 7) is not Wm. H.
Thomas but Richird D. Thomas,
President, First Chicago
Corporation and Vice-Chairman,
FirstNational Bank of Chicago. He
is a member of the Board of Trustees
and Cha'irman of the
Sesquicentennial Campaign tor
Kenyon College.
-Joanne Diehl joins the English
Department not Barbara Diehl.
-In "New Faces At Kenyon" (p. 4),
Ronald G. Heyduk was misspelled
Geyduk.
-Dr. JollnM. Hamas(New Faces ...
p. 4) has not received grants (or
studies in Field Hockey. Dr. Hamas,
_hose spea of 8pecialization is
Ornithology, has received grants for
studies in Field Biology.
-Larry's Pizza does not close its
doorsatl2:300n week nights, as was
mentioned in their advertisement on
page 5. Closing time is 2:00 a.m. on
week nights,anC:l 4:00a.m. on Friday
and saturday nights.
-In the article "Paul Newman
Climbs the Hill Again" (p. 7),
Newman is reported as having
appeared on the campus to "discuss
details of the fund-raising campaign
for the new theater, which will bear
his name." That sentence should
have read: " ... to discuss details of
the fund-raising campaign for the
new theater, an enterprise to which
he is lending his name."
Our apologies to anyone who may
have been discomfitted by these
errors.
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To tbe Editor: To tbe Editor:
nney nid It Their Way" which I distinctly recall baving married
appeared in last week's a Joanne onceuponatime. AndwhenI
COLLEGIAN, um;lerlined what, tested', that recollection this
perhaps, is the basis of a problem afternoonbyaskingfor a second cup
frequently cited by administration of coffee from "Barbara", I
and campus government officers: the received very str.;mg empirical
alleged "apathy" of Kenyon students evidence in favor bf the former
toward campus affairs. When the name. lean only conclude that U that
vacation change proposal was person is indeed the Assistant
presented to the Senate last spring, Professor who was announced in
many members of that body your pages as having joined the
considered it a belated gripe from Kenyon College English Department,
the student body, holding that -then her name is probably Joanne,
students should have voiced their "I, not Barbara-but I could be wrong.
opinions more strongly when the Perhaps you had better check with
matter was originally considered by the Provost.
Senate. They cited tardy response as
an indication of noncommitment to
our stand on the calendar issue.
It would be difficult to count thl!
number of times 1 have heard an
administrator or campus
government official 'refer to the
apathy of Kenyon students toward \.
campus affairs. Granted, students
may seem a bit lethargic, but it
appears the problem here is not a
lack of concern on the part of the
students. Rather, it is a lack of
responsiveness by the bodies which
supposedly serve them. This·
unresponsiveness has caused the
apathy exhibited by students toward
college affairs. Once it becomes
clear that any efforts to bring about
change are futile, students cannot be
expected to continue their concern in
the affairs of this college.
Senate, whose primary purpose is
"to serve as a forum where students,
faculty, and administrators com-
municate and consider matters
of general concern to the College,"
instead often displays an air of self-
righteous superiority toward, and
unconcern for t he students
themselves. WhatIamasking is that
members of the administration and
of the campus government
thoroughly examine their actions and
attitudes toward the student body;
then consider whether this
relationship is appropriate in ligh~ of
their true responsibility.
Mark Prince
Prince's Piece Didn't the Preacher
Say Joanne?
Carl Diehl
To Straus
or Not to Strauss
To the Editor:
My name only has one S at the end.
There are two S's only when I am
«»rnposing waltzes.
Kim Straus
Experience Shatters
Hordes
To The E"ditor:
Mouths agape and goggled-eyed,
you came in horde. to Infest the
mountain for what may prove to be a
grueling nine month ordeal. 1t is
unfortunate that most will find it an
experience which will shatter all
hopes and aspirations of attaining
goals which, though highly'
commendable, were conceived in the
bassinet of a secure home
environment.
Quite frankly college is hellish and
the crux is that it need not be for so
many. But alas, there is no denying
that if you're 18 and studying in
Gambier, you have reached your
apex on that stairway which leads to
liberation. And what are you armed
with? The convictions of those by
whom you wer raised, so steeped in
impertinence you were driven to
"college" so as to have a greater
wtderstandinc or todaJr's World
rather than stay at home and tak~
over daddy's business, be it IBM or
whatever.
And so you are bere. Is it' to
flourish as a .theatrical wonder, an
academic genius, or the greatest lay
of modern times? H you are
listening, I caution you to beware the
rate which has struck down many of
our kind. College is not for
everybody,andforKenyon this is an
axiom. We are here to learn. Yes
also to have goqd times, but should
we forget that the deJJULnds made
upon us are oblications which mu:>t
be fulfilled, then we shall sirik into
the mire of the indilterent and
desultory. AriByou prepared to meet
these demands? For who can afford
to drift through collece? Indeed there
are some who cling like leeches to
filial wealth, and they are what we
must strive to rise above. We must
become confident, independent, self.
sufficent individuals not inflated with
the capricious notion of "finding
ourselves" with a four year injection
of college life.lfyou do not intend to
grow up now, then do not expect to
glean anything more from your
association ,lith Kenyon than a
grueling nine month ordeal.
\ This means, however, by which we
grow up are never welcome
exposures. They entail rejection,
",bjection, recriminations,
invective, and a gamut of personal
shuns. Where else but in the
awesome worid of college could such
grievances flourish? The trouble
lies in the fact that the flippant
cruelty of little children often
manifests itself fifteen years later in
the deliberate malice of adults, (t;e.
you and me.) In the quest for
adulthood the only resolve is to know
what you're up against. You've had 18
years willi an older back to fall
it's time to go it alone.
James White
NOTE
see pace seven of today's
paper for our new feature.
Gar lHarH[~
ONE. DI\D.
,
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All Is Not Bleak For Liberal Arts Grads
The liberal am have received a
bad press recently. The qualit;y of
education is not beingquestioned, but
rather the abilit;y or liberal arts
graduates to get jobs, or at least to
getgoodjobs.ltis commOlltobear of"
English majors driving cabs, while
graduates with career·education
majors ,et the professional jobs
typicallly associated with a collea:e
degree. As if to support this, tile
results of two sun-Iii's'" or 1972
college graduates done by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics showed an
l1Jlemployment rate of about 15
percent for both humanities and
social eereeee graduates. On the
basis of this kind of data, Margaret
Gordon, who bas written for the'
Carnegie Commission on the subject
of college graduates and jobs, has
stated that the person with a liberal
arts degree is "a drug on the
market." ,
Reports such as these are potent
because they have an effect on at
least two sjgn1ficant groups of
people. First, potential college
students may base either their
decision to go to college or their
choice olmajor on this information.
In fad, it is al~t a truism to say
that declining enrollment in liberal
arts subjectf is caused by lack of
career orientation in the liberal
arts. second, thl;lse responsible for
setting the priorities in higher
education use this information as a
kind of built-in indicator of
accountability. For many, an
educational program should be
judged by the availability of jobs for
its graduates.
The trouble with all such reports
and studies of the labor market
experiences of reeeet college
graduates is that they are limited to
the first year or two after
graduation, . generally the most
unstable period for a' college
graduate. This is a time of
discovery, a time of search,
particularly fbr those whodo not use
couese as career preparation or who
donot yet have' specific career goals.
These graduates often feel as unsure
about a career as a college freshman
feels abOut a major. Information
about the nature of their careers
would be more reliable if it were
gathered once these graduates had
had a couple of years to achieve
employment stability.
With this rationale, I undertook a
study in November 1974 of liberal
arts graduates of Southern Illinois
University' at Carbondale. My 735
subjects had received their
bachelor's degrees in 1972. They had
majored in an.th{opology,
economics, English, foreign
languages and literatures,
geography, history, mathematics,
philosophy, political science,
psychology, and sociology, as well as
in other special fields. A three-
page questionnaire was sent to each
graduate, as well as follow·up letters
to those who did not reply. My
purpose was to determine their
present job status, particularly their
unemployment rate; the range and
type of occupations and employing
organizations; and the level (or
quality) of employment.
While the results of this survey
cannot be interpreted as referring to
the nation as a whole, they do provide
a striking contrast with the nationai
By MICHAEL WALSH
data for 1972 liberal arts graduates
compiled by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, and they call into question
the validity of surveys \ done so
shortly after graduation. The rate of
unemployment found by this survey
was one hall of that reported by the
bureau. My results exist as a case
8tudyofH~ral arts graduates from
a four- year state university -many
of them nrst-eenereuon college
students from rural and small-town
backgrounds. But one ntight'
reasonable expect that if this student
can fare acceptably in "the job
market, his counterpart from a more
prestigious college can fare equally
well.
Without ignoring the difficulties
tbatliberal arts graduates have had
in finding and deciding upon a career
(including the failure of a few to find
employment at all), the study
concludes that these graduates have
had substantial success in the job
market at a time when economic
condiUonswould not seem to favor
the liberal arts graduate. I( a
satisfactory rate and level 'of
employment is the bottom line, then
these graduates have done very well
Indeed.
The response rate was high (over
60 percent) and, by all indications,
representative. The percentage
responding by major was fairly even,
ranging from 58 percent to 68
percent; the ratio of males to
females in the graduating class as a
whole was matched in the replies
almost to the percentage point; and
no significant differences were
apparent in those who replied to the
first mailing and those who replied to
later mailings.
The single f l g u r-e. of most
immediate interest is the
unemployment rate. Of those
responding, 6.4 percent were
unemployed. When this figure is
adjusted to refer only to those
participating in the labor foree, it
becomes 7.5 percent. Only 4.6
percent of married graduates were
unemployed, and the rate for
married males was 2.0 percent.
Unmarried males had the highest
unemployment rate, 12.5 percent.
Employedgraduates had a variety
of occupations in a wide range of
organizations, from business and
industry to government, education,
and other nonprofit organizations,
with the majority working in
American business and industry
(58.1 percent). Graduates employed
in business organizations showed
heaviest concentrations in banking
and in!Ulrance 04.9 percent), retail
and wholesale trade (14.9 percent),
manufacturing industrial goods (9.7
percent), and manufacturing
consumer goods (9.7 percent).
Graduates tended to cluster into
management 08.0 percent), sales
U4.1 percent), teaching (9.0
percent), and counseling (7.8
percent)occupations. Beyondthis, it
was practically impossible to
categorize their careers-the old
Isaying that a liberal arts graduatecan choose his or her field still
'proved to be true.
In the course of the study, a list of
250 occupations or job tiUes of
liberal arts graduates was compiled.
An examination of the careers of
sodology majors, for example,
showed that they did not simply
•
Senate Sets Sights
By PAUL IIIJCHEL
Most students see senate as lID
organiZltion operatinl: "in a
vacuum", andere wsaware of Senate
activities, Dean Edwards told the
Senate at its first meeting september
3. Chairman Peter Seymour urged
his (ourteen senate colleagues to
consider their (unction on campus
and their public imsge as
legislators. Concerned by the
disinterest of students, Mr. Seymour
suggested that Senate's agenda be
published regularly in NewaeGlllJ,
and slre.ued that all proeeediDgs are
open to the public.
InplannlncUlaaenda for the year,
the senators considered the
prioritie. of some of tile issues that
face them, The IFe houSinB report
reprdlnc women's housiDl' on Ibe
Hill wlll be .hen imme4iate
attention, A sbldyofresidentboua1na
will come later, after Mr. Fraser
has bad tbne to review the issue.
Also sdleduled (or future dis-
cussion are the Academic Advis·
lngPl'OBTllm, the controversial new
vacatiOll schedule,ands report from
the Committee on Athletics. Two
recently completed reports, the
Brown-Gibson Report and the
Statistical Profile or Ken.von, are.
scheduled for review. Such studies:
will be postpcmed, however, until the
more preasing problems have been
settled .....
Mr. Seymour said dlat the
schedul. sllould remain Oexible, to
allow for immecHate consideration of
urgent, concrete matters as wbich
arise. Mr. Edwards explained that
any member 01 the community can
present a topic for consideration by
&he Senate.
become teachers or social workers,
but chose an unpredictable range of
careers, from police youth officer to
golf professional to real estate
broker. The variety of occupations
makes it difficult (if not impossible)
to predict career from college major
with any degree of accuracy for
liberal arts majors. Students In a
vocational course of study, such as
welding or even engineering, train
for specific occupations, and
therefore the relationship for them
between major and career is much
closer than it is for liberal arts
people.
Rate and variety of employment,
however, say very little about
whether the occupations of liberal
arts graduates are commensurate
with education. A low rate of
unemployment. would not be a
significant achievement it the typical
job was cab driver, cook, or stock
clerk. But although level of
employment is as important as rate
and variety, it is not easy to define.
Howapersonassesses his job is, of
course, relevant: Over 70 percent of
the graduates reported that their
jobs had either possible or definite
potential as careers. Salary, too, is
indicative. Over 50 percent of the
graduates reported yearly salaries
of over $10,000; nearly 20 percent
made over $13,000; and nearly 10
percent made over $15,000.
Obviously, however, an objective
erteertan, such as earnings, is not a
sufficient indicator. Teachers, for
example, whose yearly earnings are
orten relatively low, should not for
this reason be regarded as
underemployed. Neither is a
subjective criterion, such as job
assessment, a sufficient index to"
level of employment. Agraduate who
has since receivedan MBAand earns
over $1 5;1)00 in a related occupation,
but who assesses his job as
temporary, should still be regarded
as being employed commensurate
with his education. A graduate's
personal situation may also be
relevant: A t ow e r level of
employment might be expected for
those who are concurrently working
on advanced degrees.
Relationship of job to major is not
as important in assessing level of
employment as it might at first
seem. Fifty percent of those
graduates who took jobs unrelated to
their majors because nothing related
was available assessed their jobs as
having either definite or possibie
career potential. A job unrelated to a
major field of study may not be what
a graduate expected or initially
thought he or she wanted, bunt may
nonetheless have career potential.
One graduate in English said that
after four months of teaching he
discovered that he never wanted to
have anything to do with high schools
akain; shortly after, he was hired by
an insurance company's computer
division for a job unrelated to his
major but with definite possibilities
of advancement.
To adopt an unrefined definition,
college graduates should be
considered underemployed only if
they do not earn at least $8,000 ayear
in a job typically held by a college
graduate, orifthey do not think. their
jobs luive career potential and if they
arenotgoingto school while holding
such job ... Of those graduates who
were employed full-time, 21.5
percent assessed their present
occupation as a stopgap. Nearly half
of these, however, were in
occupations typically held by college
graduates and had yearly earnings
over $8,000. This reduced the
percentage of those who could be
called und,remployed to 11.9
percent. In addition, 2.7 percent of
those who wer-e otherwise
underemployed were enroiled in
school. This left 9.2 percent of the
employed graduates who could
legitimately be called
underemployed according to the
definition above. This is a far cry
from the assertion, often heard, that
liberal arts graduates typically get
routine, low-paying jobs.
By all indications, then, liberal
arts graduates responding to this
survey were satisfactorily
employed. Their rate of
unemployment (7.5 percent), while
not particularly low, was
nonetheless not as high as the
national rate (which rose to over 8
percent during the period of the
survey), and the rate for married
males was an extremely low 2
percent. Graduates had an
encouraging variety of occupations,
and the majority reported that their
occupations had both career
potential and adequate financial
rewards.
Thispictureofgeneral success is
not meant to gloss over problem
areas. For one thing, an
unexpectedly large percentage of
graduates responded that, if they had
it to do over again, they would take a
job-oriented major. However,
since the majority of these were
successfully employed it seems
likely that they were actually
protesting the difficulties of finding
employment. If they had spent time
while still in college learning to
make career decisions, they might
have come to see their liberal arts
education and their ruture careers as
a continuous development, rather
than as two divergent processes.
For another, the earnings of
females ran far behind those of
males, reOecting the greater
number of females in clerical and
teaching jobs. Fewer females were
taking advanced degrees, and of
these none were enrolled in schools
of law or medicine. Such findings,
however, are common enough for
college gr-aduates outside the libera'l
arts, too.
This study suggests that the labor
market difficulties of liberal arts
graduates may lie not in their lack of
satisfactory employment, but in the
often long and frustrating process of
finding this employment. The
striAing differences between the
results of this study 'and those of
studies done soon after graduation
suggest a need for new kinds of
research on the assimilation of
recent college graduates into the
labor market and on the relationship
of a person's college major to future
employment status and levels.
(Reprinted with permission from
Chance Uqazine, Volume 7,
Number 7 in B W Tower, New
Rochelle, New York.)
More About
Oct. Break
By TEBft. nGANTI
Student Com'Icil's recent decision
on a new vacation schedule for first
semester has met with various
reactions from the student body. "I
dori't understand the rationale for the
new vacation schedule. It's going to
create transportation problems as
wei) as problems for seniors taking
the G.R.E. 's. There was a lot of
feeling among students of why last
year's petition was Ignored," senior
Chris Baker'commented:
Although there is still a great deal
of opposition to this year's faU
vacation schedule, opinions among
students are not entirely one·sided.
Student Council discussed the issue
lastSundayandis now considering a
reintrOduction of the referendum for
~e schedule which was proposed last
year :"Theproposal suggested a four
lay fall vacation and a week for
fhanksgiving rather than the usual
len day Turkey break.
President of Student Council, Kim
Straus, stressed that the senate was
acting on what they felt was best for
the entire campus, as well as talUl1l,
into consideration faculty opinion.
Beeause the decision was left to uie
college's former President, many
feel it best to reintroduce the
proposal in order that Prestden,
Jordan may review it and make the
final decision. Straus feels the
present schedule to be best but he
also wants to represent the students.
"Personally Iprefer this schedule
because llike an earlier break where
I can travel. Iwould like Counci!. l.l
waitand see how students feel ene
vacation. It should be given a
chance," he added.
The present fall break came as a
result of several factors. The mos
important of these was the long
stretch of classes before
Thanksgiving vacation.
Furthermore, because Thanksgiv~
falls so dose toChristmas, too many
students needed to remain at school
to study for exams. Many students,
particularly freshmen, have
difficulty readjusting to the routine
of classes atte r a prolonged absence.
Freshman Diane Kana agreed widi
this reasoning. "For me as ..~
incoming freshman, I think it'
great, especially from the adju_s§
point of view. I like the scbedull
better this way," she said.
Nevertheless, most students are
strongly against the schedule.
Freshman Diane Bessemer gave he
opinion on the situation. "I don't like
the new vacation schedule. I think i
Is unfair to the students woo live
great distance from school. For such
a short vacation, the costs are
prohibitive," she said.
Chris Thomas explained her
reasons for disliking the schedule.
"I would rather have a longer
Thanksgiving vacation because all
my friends will be home Iben, too.
Wilbonlyfivedays,l don'tlmowilmy
parents will come up andget me. It's
'101. worth. it .' ,
!JOrdan Opens His Door
President Jordan will hold
open office hours for students
who wilh to see him, on Mon. I
sept. 15, 10:30-11:30 a.m, and
Tues., Sept. 16,3:00-4:00 p.m .-
I
*
ILarry's Pizza & Sub
IriliNlIll If D.
Ham & SIIIami Sub Dip Ice Cream
Vegetarian Sub Tosseo Salad
MeatbaiSub •
New Hears: pelivery 7 pnhi am
Phone 427-2152
- 4 pm-I! am We.ekrighl$
The New Larry's 4 pm- 4'llm Ffi, & Sat.
just remodeled, located 4pm-2am~1I
behind Farr Hal • - ..\
.
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The new Roue Hall, .. it IooU from tile "'ide. Tbe 8eaquieeatllnldal C_mp"ip .... &IraQ
raised eftOUlb to PQ' for ttds projeel.
Renovated Rosse Raises Roof
By GILLIAN TEWELES
"When twasa student at Kenyon in 1937-41, Rosse Hall
as a gymnasium. The original eeUing hadn't yet been
overed and the basketballs used to 'bounce off the
alters, which were painted a dull white," said Me. Lewis
releaven, Vice President for Development.
Most olus are familiar with the fact thatRosse Hall has
erved more functions than practically any building at
anyon. Since its construction in 1831, the small building
lth a Greek Revival facade has been a chapel, a gym, a
ecture hall, an auditorium, a dispensary, a movie
eater and an examination haiL
Thanks to 'Phase One of the Sesquicentennial
ampaign(5ept. 8,1974) Kenyon has been provided with
50,000 in order to undergo yet another transformation.
n October 1, Rosse Hall will open as a versatile,
cmrortabte concert ball. Improvements include the
nlarged stage and balcony, a newsloping main floor and
more effective ventilation system. Tbe basement has
en remodeled into a centralized musk department.
"A modern architect designed the new stairs out in
ront," said the supervisor of construction. "Tbe old
nes were kindofborrible." Tbe most exciting feature of
e renovatioo projectis the newlyexposed, original pine
eUing. The trusses have been cleaned and varnisbed to
ve the ball a definite character. One bas the feeling of
iog in a more spacious and substantial ball.
Tbe new image of Rosse Hall will be furthered this
eek with the installing of 606 permanent seats. "We
bosetousefued seats for several reasons," said Mr.
releaven, "Safety, comfort and practicality. Folding
bairs wouldn't stand still on the sloped fioor."
An uaideatifled eoutruet:ion woner inside Ross. Hall
seems to "we bia work cut out for biiD.
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Fund Has $2.8Million;
Still More To Go
New Staff; New Look;
But Will It Be Ready?
Manuscripts shou.ld be Oriainal,
Q'ped, double-spaced. aDd7·9 pages
in lencth. BooII: re~s are
frequentJ,y pubUsbed and students
may wish to rewrite a previously
written paper Ube feels that the topic
is of sufficient interest.
Contributions are presently being
solicttei~ from studeDts and
members of the faculty; any member
of the sta« ma,y be consulted for
further I information. Submissions
By the end of June the Kenyon
Sesquicentennial Campaign had
secured over 2.8 million dollars
towards its goal of 18 million
dollars.
According to campaign chairman
Ricllard L. Thomas (X'53) the Phase
One funds, to be ecneete before the
end or June, 1977, will pay for
several initial programs. Already
paid (or are the trans(ormatiOD or
Rosse Hall into a Concert
Hall Cinema, with facilities (or the
Music Department, and the
airconditioning of Chatmen
Library. The fundswill also be used
toprovide more money (or finandal
aid to students and tor faculf;y
development.
PerspeCtive
PenpeetiYe, the campus journal
devoted to original essays and
critical reviews, is slated to be
published in early January and the
deadline for submitting mariuscripts
is November 21. '
With the coming o( a new year
comes a new editorial board to
PenpeetiYtt, beaded by editor.in-
eide! Peter King and consisting o(
a,ssociate editors Richard West,
Steven Lebow, and Matthew
Bagamery; art director John
Giarrizzo; and business manager
Evan Roberts. In th e past
Perspectlye bas appeared
sporadically; the most recent issue
waspublished onGraduation Day last
spring and is only now available to
most students. man eUort to put the
magazine on a regular schedule, the
new staff has introduced some
changes into its format. Four or five
articles will be subsumed under a
main theme and three or (our
articles will deal either with a sub-
theme or other topies or related
interest.
The theme for the January
issue is "New Directions" and. the
articles will explore current trends
in the humanities and sciences.
Moreover, PerspeetiYe will be
printed onlarger sheets ofpaper and
illustrations and photographs will be
used so that it may be resd more
easily.
Kenyon F&md bad 49 pe~ent
alumni parUcipation 111 fund raiaing
during lite past year. Tbb fIBure is
one 01 lbe bicbeat regarding alumni
1'und raisiDa ad1OQI' private Ilberal
arts collepa. Three eontributors
each gave over $250,000for a total of
$1,167,636, two eave over $150,000
eacb for a total 01'$345.000 and two
pyeoYer$I00.000eacbforatotalor
$205,000. All eontributors totaled
3,295andeODtrlbuteclalrandtotalor
$2.868,579 to the ca!DP"ip.
The campa1cn baa paid !or all
Phase One projeeta with the
exception of the new theater.
Peter XUII
should be made to Peirce 6.
hrapeetive-<prorides a forum (or
topics of interest to ~ Kenyon
c:ommunif;y;it's your magazine and
there's no reason for it to keep the
distinction of being lbe most
erratically publl8bed journal on
'-.s.
/
Printin~ Arts
AU"""",,'. a ........ a..,.. ...,lln .. ntru. Woners ......... HaD .........._.
PAP
ESTABLISHED 1945
Serving Kenyon
for thirty years.
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ExchangeProgram
Applica tions
Due Soon
The 1976-77 competition for
grants for graduate study abroad
offered under the Mutual Educational
Exchange Program (Fulbright-Hays)
and by foreign governments,
universities and private donors will
dose shortly. Only a few more weeks
remain in which qualified graduate
students may apply for one of the 550
awards which are availablf!: to 52
countries.
Mostofthegrants offered provide
round-trip transportation, tuition
andmaintenance for one academic
year; a few provide international
Iravel only ofa stipend intended as a .
partial grant-in-aid.
Candidates must be U.S. citizens
at the time of application, hold a
bachelor's degree or Us equivalent
by the beginning date of the grant,
have language ability commensurate
with the demands of the proposed
sludy projects, and good health.
preference is given to those between
20 and 35 years of age.
Application forms and further
information for students currently
enrolled In Kenyon College may be
obtained from the campus Fulbright
Program Adviser Mr. Reed, who is
located in Stephens Hall. The
deadline for filing applications on
this campus is October 1.
PEEPS Elect
Robert A. May
President
The PEEPS 0' K.C. have elected
Senior Robert A. May to serve as
fraternity president until January,
1976. The PEEPS are a local Kenyon
fraternity founded January, 1970,
andmade cooed in 1974.
Mr. May was elected to fill out the
term of John Marsh, who did not
relurntoKenyon this fall. The term
runs until January 1976 when a full
election will take place. Mr. May
resigned his postas treasurer of the
PEEPS, IIposition he has held since
January, 1975.
Charles H. Harrison, Ill, a
sophomore, was elected to fill Mr.
May's former post of treasurer.
Other officers in the fraternity
include, Peter Lynch, vtce.
president; Tom Ford, secretary; and
Joe Gioia, herald. All their terms
arsc end in January, 1976.
Athletic Survey
(Con't from Pace 1)
skating were indicated to be
desirable. SailiDg and canoeing were
also h'¥h on the list of desirability.
In the space allotted for
comments, which 212 of the 331
respondents filled out, the following
important comments appeared.
Forty students agreed that Kenyon's
athletic facilities are inadequate for
Our needs. The fieldhouse in
particular was mentioned, as well as
tile soccer, outdoor track, and
baseball facilities. In contrast,
basketball, football, tennis and
volleyball were judged to have
adequate ones. The hours of the
activities, and some activities
themselves, were seen as needing to
be' 'distributed in a more public and
equitable fashion." I
T\lfenty-five critical and sixteen
complimentary comments were
made tn reference to the coaching
starr. Inadequate coaching, meaning
either insufficient numbers or poor
quality, W8S cited in men's soccer,
basketball, and baseball. The
coaching of men's and women's
lacrosse, tennis, and men's
Swimming and track ",as viewed as
good. Alsoof concern was the women
\'(ho need more coaches, and the
Overbalance of coaches assigned to
men's sports, especially in regard to
the football program.
Importantly, the survey reflected
widespread interest of athletics at
KenyOD. InackH.tion, the results of the
questionnaire shoul4l give direction
to any changes deemed necessary.
As Profeuor Want commented,
"The Athletic Committee is going to
make a close analysis of all the ra"
data, and try tomakeconclusiona and
POlicy f41commendations from that
this fall."
PRESIDENTS PUZZLE RepresentatiVeAItr!2hafi!:en ~~~~~~~~ by his election tolabelled as an "~endent-minded Congress from 1960 to the present.
Republican"~ypielocalpresidenlof Because of his convictions against
the Leagueoflomen Voters, and as formerPresidentNixOO's open door
a "conserv».rive spokesman in policy with" China and Nixon's
Congress" !:iy the public relations economic views, Ashbrook -ran
official. His first political office was unsuccessfully against Nixon in the
as an Ohio House Representative and 1972 presidential primary.
By JOHN BAUER
In this maze of letters, you will find the names of all of the presidents of
Kenyon College, from Philander Chase to our new president, Philip Jordan.
The names read across, upanddown, diagonally, forward and backward, but
they never skip letters. (For the benefit of freshmen and ill informed
upperclassmen, the presidents are listed on pp. 15·16 of the student
handbook.)
COLONY HOUSE OF BEAUlY
OPEN MONOAY THROUGH SATUROAY
EVeNINGS BY APPOINn.,.NT
_ S, Gay St .• Phone 391-31'11
Men and Women
THE TIME HAS COME TO
GET BACK TO NATURE••.
THE NATURAL LOOK OF
UNIPERM.•• '2000 COMPLETE
By
Debbie Little
Esther Menke
Lynn ~ugent
Becky Banning
TROHSETOKENYON
NAPPATCHALMERS
SAL GUO D R BEN SON
BODINEJUIIWPNP
RZNINYXOAEHJSA
OFULLEltVRIPTCH
NQLOOLLJ)LDOHHT
S T E R LIN G 0 N A W I I
OJUBCA.PLESANGM
NX IMDBT OELA NGS
'We Are Specialists in Our Field"
r-=---- ----------- -------.------- ,
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!WELCOME TO KENYON:
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Answer
will be printed next week.
FREE T SHIRT
With One Dollar
Spend one of va.... hard earned bucks at
our shop and we'll give you a /ree T shirt.
Oller Goad Friday through Saturday
Sept. 12th and 13th, 1975
THE STORM CELLAR
Open 12-10pm
Beneath The Village Inn
,
/'
Mount Vernon's Complete Men's Store serving the
traditional man, and also the young men of tile
community, since 1875.
For, the blgg •• t
•• I.ctlon of
LevI'S
Dlorlty'.6, JUt lao *OUTH MAIN*TltKnMOUNT VI:RHON, OHIO ,
WELCOME STUDENTS
SHOP AT
fl LV~R,~VE:
Custom Designed Jewelry
HandtlYown iiiBuilt Pottwy
Corner of East High 8r Gay Streets
MOUNT VERNON
THE YARN BARN
200 Elst Brookl,. Street
a.. lller. OhIo
Hours: 12·5Daney
Complete ~plies & yarns for Kritting & Crochet
HomesPlJ1 Sweaters
Afghans-Rug Hooking s-l'iats
11-5:30 Monday, Tuesday, Wechlsday
Friday 8r Sat...day
Closed T1ullda .. Sl.Ilda
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FILMS -. ROSS£ Preparing For Life
The Hie: Heat. Directed by i"ritz
Lang. Original screenplay by Sydney
Boehm. ,With Glenn Ford, Gloria
Graham, and Lee Marvin. 1953, B &
W.90min.
Exemplifying a major trend of the
fifties toward cold and brutal
realism, "The Big Heat" ,~ a taut
thriller of careful deaign and
production. Recounting the uphill
battle of a lone detective against an
intricate web of city corruption,
Sydney Boehm's screenplay is
spiked with crisp dialogue and
crafted tension. The searing pace of
the film and its explicitness-look
out for hot coffee-have earned it a
place in modern film history.
Most of the credit for this brittle
filmshouldgoto veteran Fritz Lang
who keeps things under tight control.
Glenn Ford, sumce it to say, is
typically Glenn Ford, but Gloria
Grahm and young Lee Marvin give
agile performances. Throughout,
there is a haunting scent of paranoia
which heightens the film's effect and
sharpens the stride. Meticulous
direction and smooth executionmake
"The Big Heat" a film not soon
forgotten.
The Twelve Chairs. Directed by Mel
Brooks. Original screenplay by Mel
Brooks. With Ron Moody, Dom
Deluise, Frank Langella, and, no
surprise, Mel Brooks.
ReminiscentofWoody Allen's new
film "Love and Death" for its
Russian setting and vitality, "The
Twelve Chairs" traces the frantic
adventures of an exiled aristocrat in
his attempt to recover the family
fortune. The jewels he seeks have
been sewn into the scat of One of a
dozen matching chairs.
Smoother and more fluid .than
"Blazing Saddles" or "Young
Frankenstein", this high-speed
farce sustains its novelty and spirit
throughout. The performances,
notably those of Deluise and Brooks,
are well-suited to the film's brisk
tempo. John Morris' feisty score i s a
treat in itself.
Significantly, "The Twelve
Chairs" demonstrates a sense of
continuity unique to Brooks' work
without impairing his cbaracrertstrc
spontaneity. Unlike his other films,
this should please fans and skeptics
alike. Brooks has directed with true
The Scarlet Claw
natr and evee somo sktu. See it with
raisinettes. .
Ugetsu Monogatari. Directed by
Kenji Mizoguchi. With Machiko Kyo,
MasayukiMori, and Kinyuo Tanaka.
1954, B & W, 96 min.
Tn his long career, Kenji
Mizoguchi directed nearly ninety
films. "Ugetsu", one of his later
works, is described by Donald
Ritchie in his "The Japanese
Cinema", as "one of the director's
best films and one of the most perfect
movies in the history of Japanese
cinema." Based on oriental legend,
"Ugetsu" is set in the sixteenth
century and tells the story of a
village potter who journeys to the
city to sell his wares, hoping for
prosperity. The potter's tragic
involvement with a mysterious
woman eventually shatters his
ambitions and he returns to his
village.
Mizoguchi's background as a
painter is evident in the film's
striking visual element. Noted (or its
period realism and camera
movement, "Ugetsu" is as unique a
film as it is beautiful.
The Scarlet Claw. Directed by Roy
William Neill. With Basil Rathbone,
Nigel Bruce, Gerald Hamer, and
Arthur Hoh!. 1944, B & W, 74 min.
Of the superb series of Sherlock
:A long Middle ,Path,
Compiled By DONNA SCHOENEGGE
Friday, Sept. 12
8:00 p.m.c--Big Heat (film). In the
Biology Auditorium.
10:00 p.m.-The Twelve Chairs
(film). In the Biology Auditorium.
4:10 p.m. -Philomathesian, "How to
Tell Right from Wrong," Kenyon
Symposium.
Saturday, Sept. 13
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.-Book Sale,
sponsored by the League of Women
Voters of Gambier , watch Newscope
for location.
1:30 p.m.-Football at Bethany,
West Virginia.
8:00 p.m.-Ugetsu (film). In the
Biology Auditorium.
10:00 p.m.~Big Heat (film). In the
Biology Auditorium.
10:30 p.m.-Informal interview with
Representative John Ashbrook,
sponsored by the League of Women
Voters. In Peirce Lounge.
Sunday, Sept. 14
8:00 a.m.-Holy Communion.
Church of the Holy Spirit.
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.-Book sale
sponsored by the League of Women
Voters, watch Newscope for the
location.
11:00 a.m.-Morning Prayer and
Sermon by Prof. Eugen Kullmann,
Church of the Holy Spirit.
5:00 p.m. -Catholic Mass, Church of
the Holy Spirit.
6:15p.m.-Student Council Meeting,
Lower Dempsey Lounge.
7:00 p.m.c--Yom Kippur Service,
Church of the Holy Spirit.
8:00p.m.-Twelve Chairs (film). In
the Biology Auditorium.
10:00 p.m. - Ugetsu (film). In the
Biology Auditor-ium.
Monday, Sept. 15
9:00 a.m.-Yom Kippur
Church of the Holy Spirit.
4:00 'p.m. - Yom Kippur
Church of the Holy Spirit.
Wednesday, Sept. 17
3:30 p.m. -Soccer at Capital.
4:00 p.m. - Brass Ensemble Re-
hearsal, Student Center Theater.
4:J5 p.m.-Senate Meeting, Lower
DempseyLounge.
7:30 p.m. -Orchestra Rehearsal,
Lower Dempsey Lounge.
10:00 p.m. -Scarlet Claw (film). In
the Biology Auditorium.
Service.
Service,
NOTICE
Deadline for sUbmissions 10
"Along Middle Path"
Sunday evening, 9:00 p.m.
i,
~-------,
Holmes films made during the late
thirties and forties, starring the
unsurpassed and insuperable team of
Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce,
"The Scarlet Claw" stands out as
perhaps the best of those set in the
modern era.
Holmes and Watson are called to
La Morte Rouge, Canada, this lime
around, to solve a bizarre series of
murders in which revenge is the
motive and local legend the guise for
one of the pair's most classic and
wiliest adversaries.
Under the careful and practiced
direction of series regular Roy
William Neill, Rathbone and Bruce
once again demonstrate a unique and
undeniable suitability tor their
roles, and present the audience with
yet another intriguing, and above all,
satisfying tale of suspense.
By RICHARD S. WEST
During the orientation weekend,
Provost . Haywood stressed to
incoming freshmen the importance
of completely appreciating a liberal
arts education. This' is
accomplished, he stated, neither by
spreadingonesel! so thin as to have a
superficial knowledge of many
things, nor immersing oneself so
fully in one subject so that others are
neglected. Instead, he suggested a
balance between 'these extremes.
Such a balance prepares men and
women most fully for life's
complexities. That supposition is the
foundation in which it rests and, as
every upperclassman knows, finds
comfort.
The case, it would seem, for a
liberal arts education is a
compelling one. Yet its whole
validity is grounded in the
assumption that liberal arts
educators know exactly what it is "to
prepare for life". Clearly, if they do
not, that assumption is severely
shaken.
So what is "preparing for life"?
There are at least two
interpretations that one can derive
from such a phrase: First, the
development of the ability to
comprehend and appreciate the
fullness of the human experience,
and with that comprehension to see
the role one plays in the world more
clearly. Second, simply being able to
earn a living upon graduation.
The first interpretation is that in
which this. school finds its
sustenance. Yet, it is implied, the
concept is not Concrete. It is rather a
state of mind, an ability to cope. I
contend that this cannot be learned in
the classroom and is something a
person develops individually.
Furthermore, the majority of the
students, if not aU, see the main
objectives of their College
experience as being able to get a job
(the second interpretation), not to be
able, in later life, to engage in
socratic- like dialogues or even, toe
example, to love their f~milies
more.
the two interpretations is ooe of
priorities. The first doesn't
preclude a development of the ability
to earn a living, but it does not
actively teach it, either, It assumes
that a student will pick up the
necessary talents along the way.
Likewise, the second or the two
doesn't rule out a comprehension and
appreciation of the human
experience, but this is not its pri-
mary intent.
Few would argue with the
worthiness of the goals of the first
interpretation. It is likely that the
world would be a better place if all
partook in an education directed
towards these ends. But it is far too
easy for adrpinistrators and
educators, comfortable in tlleir
$20,000 a year jobs or secure with
tenure, to tell students that one route
is better than the other regarding a
student's goals in life. The student
must decide for himself.
TwoFine Films Headline ThisW~ek
By THOMAS HINCKLEY
Amongthefilm society's offerings
this weekend are a superior comedy,
and a compelling crime drama.
Leading offis a comic gem by Mel
Brooks. The Twelve Chairs was
made before Brooks rose to
prominence as a filmmaker with
Blall:ingSaddles.lt, along with other
"early Brooks" films have become
the subject of renewed interest in the
wake of his sudden and meteoric rise
to stardom.
Brooks' films are farce, above all.
Within this framework he exposes
the weaknesses inherent in all men
for ridicule. He also, however,
raises them through the triumph of
human spirit over these weaknesses.
lie shows all men to be brothers in
folly. When they realize this, it is the
key to their salvation.
The farce is set in motion through
the introduction of a simple problem
which snowballs into monstrous
complexity. The scene opens at the
deathbed of an old woman. She
manages to postpone her death long
enough for her son, Vorbaninyov, to
be summoned (or a few final words.
She tells him of the family jewels,
sewn into one of the twelve chairs.
These same chairs were confiscated
in the communist takeover a decade
earlier. The same information is
received by the village priest, played
byDom DeLuise. in the old woman's
last confession. Thus the maddening
race to retr-ieve the jewels begins.
The chase takes the two along
different paths, from the village to a
Moscow furniture museum, to the
shores of Yalta, then to a recreation
house for railroadmen back in
Moscow.
Dom DeLuise, whose perform-
ances on television normally range
from overbearing to merely
obnOldous puts on a fine show as the
orthodox Russian priest driven mad
bygreed. Ron Moody, usually a fine
actor, is no dHferent here as the
feverish Vorbaninyov.
Vdrbaninyov teams up early with a
crafty and handsome hobo, Ostaf
Bender, played by Frank Langelo. He
sidetracks Fyodor from the start to
an estate somewhere in Siberia. It is
here that one of the most insanely
hilarious scenes in the fiI~ takes
place.
To tell any more of the plot from
this point would be criminal. The
comedy is one of burlesque, pratfalls
and one-liners calculated to keep the
laughs coming continuously. Brooks
builds climax after comic climax
while keeping our interest with an
adequate, if a bit stringy, plot. The
general insanity is kept tethered by
Brooks' keen insight into the human
animal. His careful handling of the
Bender-VorbanInyov relationship
serves to surpass the common fault
in farce of character under-
development.
Bender is ostensibly the straikht
man to Vorbaninyov's fool. Brooks,
however,goes farther than this. We
see Bender slug Vorbaninyov for
pomposity in refusing to beg. Wealso
see Bender's cool broken by
Vorbaninyov's inability to survive in
the Communist cut-throat world.
Vorbaninyov was once a nobleman.
He never had to worry about where
the next meal would come from.
This duo is to be contrasted with'
the villainy of Fyodor, who debases
himself as a priest and a human being
for the sake of the jewels. His saving
grace is his hopeless ineptness.
Brooks' characters make good
comic types while never abandoning
their basic humanity-as tenuous as
it sometimes seems' to be.
Brooks has the rare comedian's
gift to make us laugh at ourselves
without hating ourselves. Instead ofa
cynical snicker he yields a two hour
belly laugh. So go and enjoy!
Lang's Big: .Heat Also Good
At the other end of the spectrum
this week is Fritz Lang's The Hie
Heat. Lang is famous for often
endowing his protagonists with the
Qualities of a homeric hero. Doing
so, he then deposits them in a world
hostile to the point of being a
paranoid fantasy.
Lang is a master of the "noir"
film or black' cinema of which The
Big Heal is a good example. The
hero, Bannion, played with
unrelenting righteOusness by Glenn
Ford is one man against a hostile
universe. Bannion's world is one of
murkey greys, shadows and the
darkness in which killers hide and
wait. It is this very darkness whl~b
earns the name given this genre by
French film critics. It is here,
though, where the mythic qualities
endowed In aanmon become most
apparent.
Bannion never questions his
struggle against a city where
corruption reigns supreme. His
struggle is heroic and, in a way,
tragic. Lang lets on that Bannion may
win this battle but the war remains
barely begun. The optimism in Lang
lies in his faith in the human spirit to
die rather than live in degradation.
Fate may dictate ultimate failure for
one man but Bennion will not settle
for this. He chooses unwaveringly to
fight, whatever the odds.
Besides being an epic poet of tile
cinema, Lang is also a consummate
craftsman. His ability to tell a story
and all its ramifications in purely
visual terms is yet another hallmark
of the Lang genius. The theme of the
underworld is handled believeably
with adequate terror thrown in.
Lang's familiarity with criminals is
acute. He was asked by Joseph
Goebbers to head the film division of
the utterly efficient Nazi propaganda
machine. He also used real
criminals as extras in M, the 1931
shocker which rocketed Peter Lorre
to stardom.
The editing ~ hard.hitting and
lean. The pace is quick and rhythmic,
almost musical as tension is
unrelentingly built to the crashing
climax. Plot revelations and twists
of character are coldly logical and
never unsatisfying.
Lang also draws good per-
formances from: his actors while
keeping them under control. He
never lets anyone character run
away with the picture and loul up the
deliaate mechanics of the plot. From
the first, The Big Heat is totally a
director's picture with nOHollywood
frills. And with Frin Lang at the
helm, that's just fine.
Besides Ford as the inexhaustible
Bannion, a fine performance is also
given by Lee Marvin, as Ibe sadistic
strong-arm man for the vice
overlord. Sheila Graham as the
pitiful gun moll turned BaDnion's ally
is tough outside but inwardly tender.
What happens to her in this film
shouldn't happen to an,yone,
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Jlemben of the K8IIJ0IICollep: hockey team in a reeent 'workout.
Footmen Face Tough Schedule;
Open Season At Capital
By CHUCK SCHllSSHEIM
September 17 will mark ee
beginning of tlJe twenty -~tlJ soccer
season at Kenyon. 111 anticipation of
tlJe new season, twenty-five
freshmen and thirty-three
upperclassmen have undergone a
rigorous practice and conditioning
scheduleduringthe past week. They
are preparing not only for their first
game at Capital, but also for one oC
the most challenging schedules of
recent years.
In his sixth year as head soccer
coach, James Zak looks forward to a
fine season despite "many areas that
still have to be worked out." He has
spent much of the first week
evaluating personnel. Coach Zak has
been stressing a basic change in the
team's game style from a high
pressure, c1ose·checking outfit to a
low pressure team that wiJI feature
triangle passing and new 4-2-4
arrangement (four linemen, two
halfbacks, and four defensive backs).
AIl·Conference offensive captain
Trackmen Hope To Join OAC:
Need Bodies And Support
By GERARD IACANGELO interest in running continues, Coach
White will assist to press the
administration to recognize cross-
country as a varsity sport next year.Cross-country. a varsity sport
long ignored at Kenyon. is entering
its most important year as an active
club sport. Kenyon is the only
member of the Ohio Atbletic
Conference without a cross-country
team. Given adequate student
support tlds year, there is an
excellent chance that Kenyon will
have a competing team next fall.
As a club sport, erose-country
receives no flnancIaI backing from
the athletic ·department. Club
members must arrange all
practices. obtain their own
equipment, andmay enter meets only
withthe permissioo of other teams.
This did not dampen the spirit of
several Kenyon runners last year ,as
they scheduled several races and did
well compared to the experienced
opposition.
Whatis cross-country running all
about? For those unacquainted with
the sport, it is a demanding test of
discipline and endurance. Meets are
normally five miles and ecver all
types of terrain and landscapes,
hence eliminating monotony ot
running repeatedly around a circular
track. Experienced runners usually
say that the sport is extremely
healthful and relaxing. An added pins
By BlUAN HEWITT
Intramural football may
incorporate a new league this season
into its already popular program. In
the past, each fraternity fielded its
best players to play against rival
frats. But non-fraternity men
wishing toplay had no league in which
to play until this year.
This year, a separate league for
all those interested in playing, is
currently being Cormed. Notices
have been posted by 1M
White Will Help Team
Coach Don White will limit his
football duties to scouting and
practice sessIons as he becomes an
advisor to the cross-country club.
His e:tperience will be a great asset
in aiding the individual runners and
in scheduling meets. And if the
He-Baking The Shepard's Pie
8J' TOil BIRCH
Certain things never change. Regardless of bow many times hopes
have been dashed at the Post Office, the student makes his daily trek.
It's Inevitable that a student, at least once a week. is funneled down
Middle Path in search ofa class. YoucanaJways bet your peanut butter
and Jelly sandwich that delectable diah of Shepherd's Pie will be
graciously presented by some smlllng Saga worker each week.
These are just a few of tbose hallowed traditions (or hollowed
stagnations. depending on one's (immediate) feelinga) which give
sustenance and Davor to the Kenyon campus.
Running counter to this revered state of permanency has been the
changeS developing in Kenyon athletics. The most noticeable of these
changes concerns football. Acoach has been deducted from the football
staff and added to the soccer team and Coach Donald White's duties with
the football team will be reduced slightly in order to direct the
expandipg crbss-country team.
Mostaignificantly, Kenyoohas seen both an increased interest and
developmentinwomen'sathleticsin recent years. In addltioo to field
hockey, basketball andlacrosse. volleyball and tennis p!'Ol'rams bave
been student initiated, and most recenUy. a women's SOCCerteam bas
been organized.
More changes are probably in store after this year's Atbletic
Committee and administration .c1osely examine the results of last
year's Athletic Committee's questionnaire. The ebullient response to
the questionnaire, in its,U, showed that many students consider
athletics to be an integral part of their collegiate experience.
Th' results from the questiOfUUlire revealed several lhings about
Kenyon athletics including. the exclusion of women from men's
programs, tbe lack of comparable women's programs, and the
inadequac)' of KeJlYoo', aWetic facllities.
In the long nm, the questionnaire's greatest value may Ue in the tad
thatitailowedtbe studenta themselves to evaluate the entire athletic
Program ud expnss their intsrests and concerns.
An administration, Athletic Committee, and Athletic Oepar1:Dlent
that can ace ..rately twfUl student expeetatialul b)' appropriately
adjusting the athletic menu, could make thiacs very digestible.
Jim Crowley expects a revamped
'attack to bolster the team's record
following last year's injury ridden
season(6·4-2). Otber members of the
offensive line include: Sandy
Podmaniczk,y,a senior coming back
from several injuriesj Mike Manhart
(So.); Jan Carlson (So.); Jeff Bay
(Fr .)j Don Gregory, a junior transfer
student from Kalamazoo; TomeToch
(J r- .); J~ Pierce (So.); and freshman
Jim Hutton. Heading up the halfbacks
Is junior standout Rich Kurtz. Bob
O'Connor (Fr.) and Bill Wadsworth
(Jr.) are also expected to see much
playing time. All-Conference
defensive captain Rich Haskell will
carry much of the defensive burden
along with Senior John Hues,
Fresbmen Randy Banks and Greg
Jacobi. and Junior Chip Burke, Tom
Beech, a sophomore returns after
missing much of last season with a
broken hand, will combine witb Paul
Abbey,providingwhalis expected to
be excellent goal tending.
. The goaltenders can expect to be
tested frequently in the Lords' quest
for the conference and NCAA
division 1lI titles. Replacing a
conference vote to determine the
champion. a procedure which malQ'
felt cost Kenyon the title three years
ago, will be a singJe championship
game, Denison, Wooster. Mt ....lJnion.
and Ohio Wesleyan are all expected
to be s-t r ou g contenders for
conference honors. Kenyon soccer
fans can view the team's first tough
leaguegame(aga!nst Obio Wesleyan
on September 26) on the new soccer
field especially designed Cor better
viewing by spectators.
Tbe attitude of the soccer team as
they approach the upcoming season
is one of cautious optimism. There
is. in fact, an abundance of talent on
the team. A lack of depth, however,
creates questions concerning the
team's ability to withstand their hmg
and vigorous schedule. A strong
o«~nse along with adroit goaltending
should carry the team through man.y
games. Both untested defense and an
injury.plaqued season, however,
create an obstacle that precludes any
strong predictions of success (rom
either the players or the coaches.
Nevertheless, with the team's new
style of play. a possible
cbampionship game, and a
cballenging schedule ahead, Kenyon
soccer tans can anticipate another
soccer season. '
BI"'UTY C ... RII:
Telephone: 392·1136
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FRAN AYERS
40i North MUlber-;" Street
Mt, VBmon, Ohio 43050
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is the aesthetic value of being at one
with nature-provided the runner
has not collapsed from exhaustion.
Jamie Doucett, this year's
captain, encourages all interested
students, male or female, to give
eresa-ecsntry a shot. According to
Doucett: "We need bodies."
Experience is not a necessity. but
student support is. Now is an
excellent time for students to get
involved. A meet is tentatively
scheduled for October 24. And, with aIr~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~::little lUi:k, by next year tbe cross-country club will have become the
cross-cOWllry team. 'I
Independents Join New League 8mitM'
In Traditional Frat. Competition 397-6191 HOME' ANLJ OFFICE INTERIORS
397-6086Commissioner White asking for allthose wishing to form teams to
submit them for scbedullng. After
speaking with Commissiooer White,
be expressed uncertainty as to
whether this new league could get ott
the ground. "To date, I have 0Iliy ODe
teamanditis essential that we bave
aUeast six (teams)." He added that
the deadline for aU teams has been r~:~~~;~;::~;::;iiii;~;~;;;iiiirextended to Thursday, Sept. 18.Asked whether there "ould be any
post.seaSODplayof( between the frat
league and the new league, White
replied. ,. Yes, I think that some kind
of'SuperBowl' game to determine a
true campus champion would be
exciting and could come about if time
and weather permits."
Last year's league champions
from the East Wing are optimiatic
about another fine season behin,d the
leaderahip of quarterback Doug
Doer. With the prospect of a new
league and anxious players ready to
play. it could be a most exciting
seasoo.
Mount Vernon, Ohio 43050
Headquarters for all school needs
Typewriters Lamps Calculators
Drafting Supplies Records Books Stationery
Serying Quality Food
Since 1946
;g Beck, Coney'lslands, Hot Dogs,
amburgs, Che~seburgers, F,.ies,
lacked eeef. Onion Rings. Plate
unches, Milk Shakes. Root Bee,. .&
he,. Soft Drinks
ROUTE 13 SOUTH
MOUNT VERNON.OHIO
•• • •·• PIZZA VILLA ·• ,• ,
"
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......_ .._._ _ _ _._ _.- ~ ~ .
Save ~20.02
27-in. lo..peed Raciug Bike.
Dual-position Handbrakes
SALE 9957
~r 'lI~.DFree Spirit- Leer fe•.
ture. dual·potition center-pull haud.
brakea, puuWIIII tim. rat trap peel'"
and • wide par nllia of 37.6 to 100.2.
ISears Ir~SPOIITS I 89'"
or Your MOMY &ck ~JCENTER ~
14EutGamb1erSL MoImtVemon .......... aadc.. ......... ,... .........
SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Sati./tu:lion GUONUlteed
/'I'IfE KENYON COLLEGIANPap 10
DRI\t~ THROUGH
BEER & WINE
CARRY-OUT
All Beer Only 25% Above Cost ',
.................................. '.'-..: -'-"'- _",..;;.,,, -'"-" -..
Vodka
Brandv
Screw Drivers
Scotch
Champagnes
Cella Lambrusco .
Corona Lambrusco
Zonin Lambrusco
All Types of Wine:
Sweet, Dry, Medium_._~ .
, STEAKS _
. T-Bone Steak Dinner $3.99
T -Bone Steak
Baked Potato
Tossed Green Salad
Hot Dinner Roll
· Sirloin Steak Dinner $3.59
Sirloin Steak
Baked Potato
Tossed Green Salad
\
. Hot Dinner Roll
· Rib Eye Steak Dinner $2.39
RbEye Steak
Baked Potato
Tossed Green Salad
I
Hot Dinner Roll
· Chopped Sirloin Steak Dinne
Chopped Sirloin Steak Tossed Green Salad $1.89
Imported & Domestic Baked Potato Hot Dinner Roll
from Vineyards around the World· 11----------------
.......... __ __ i_ __ n •••••• •••
A CASE OF COKE OR SPRITE
SELLS FOR $4.80
SEAFOOD DINNER
$2.89
Oysters Shrimp Pi<e
Hot Dinner Roll Tossed Green Salad
/
FISH DINNER
$2.39Walleye Pi<e
Tossed Green Saled
Baked Potato
Hot Dinner Roll
· Chopped Sirloin Sandwich
Chopped Sirloin Steak on Roll $1.19,
With French Fries
Each Steak Cooked To Order
\
Rare-Medium-Well Done
TUESDA Y NIGHT SPECIAL
6 Ounce Rb Eye Steak Tossed Green Salad $1.89
Baked Potato Hot Dinner Roll
EVERY DAY SPECIAL
$1.59Roast Beef Tossed Salad.
Mashed Potatoes Hot Dinner Rol
f········_·················_··· ···········..··..·..·..·· ··························.. ..···,··-1
,FREE SALAD CARTEl
J · ..._ ..._w ...··..·_·__····..·_~·_········_··.._ ·· ·········__.._·..w.......... •....... " ...·,,·· '_" __ ,_"""_' •• ",,"".,, .
HOURS: 11:00 am-8:00 prn LOCA TED AT CORNER OF ROUTE 36 & 3
Everyday Except Monday Phone 397-8585 223 HARCOURT
